
Calling
Making calling efficient and 
aligned to borrower segments

Debt-collections call quality can impact 
customer loyalty

Calling continues to be an integral part of loan collections, 
especially in certain stages of delinquency buckets.One of 
the major challenges that collections operations face is a 
streamlined and accurate way to queue their calls. Manual 
calling and status updates result in inefficiencies, 
thereby, reducing the number of calls made per day. This 
leads to inappropriate stress on the calling agents and 
poor experience for customers. There is a need to innov-
ate in calling for collections with technology.

Next-gen calling to connect with 
borrowers efficiently

Credgenics’ automated, and cloud-based calling 
capabilities enable your agents to connect with debtors 
seamlessly. Credgenics’ platform offers comprehensive 
calling capabilities to remind debtors of repayments and 
help them address problems such as payment shortfall. 
Credgenics’ platform offers three types of calling modules 
with intelligence built-in for different delinquency stages. 
Borrower’s contact numbers are masked and the caller’s 
tone and language are monitored through call recordings 
available on the platform.

Key Features

Reminder scheduling for follow-
ups, and call logging

Campaign management for 
both outbound and inbound 
campaigns 

Real-time dashboards to 
measure important metrics such 
as agent capability, connectivity 
rate, call duration, and query 
resolution 

Channel Utilization Dashboard 
to monitor channel performance

Disposition and Sub-disposition 
based rule for automated loan / 
lead handling in campaign

WebRTC (Web Real-Time 
Communication) negates any 
chance to use a third-party 
calling app
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About us
Credgenics is the leading provider of Loan Collections and Debt Resolution technology solutions to Banks, Non-banking 
finance companies, FinTechs, and ARCs worldwide. The SaaS-based platform offers multiple modules around digital 
collections, multi-channel communications, calling, dialers, litigation management, digital payments, mobile-based field 
collections, dashboard, and analytics. Credgenics reduces the time and cost to collect, increases the collections rate, 
brings down the NPAs, improves operational efficiencies, and transforms the borrowers’ experiences.
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Credgenics’ calling module benefits

• Maximize call agent’s productivity

• Ensure 100% regulatory compliance while calling customers

• Accelerate recoveries with higher customer connect

• Automatic allocation of loan accounts to the right agents on pre-set rules

• One of the lowest agent license fees

Click-to-call Autodialer Predictive Dialer

Agent clicks on call button

Receives the call on his 
handset, the second leg 
ring goes to the customer’s 
handset

Customer picks up the call 
and answers

Call gets hung up

Agent submits the 
disposition

Agent selects a list of loans 

Clicks on start auto dial 
button

Calls go to customers in a 
sequential manner

Agent has a conversation 

After conversing, the agent 
hangs up the call and 
submits disposition

Next call is automatically 
triggered

Campaign is created

Dialer dials to customers

Calls are assigned to 
agents when a customer 
picks up 

Call gets hung up

Agent submits the 
disposition

Calls continue until 
campaign cycle is 
completed

Call the customer with just 
one click 

Useful for: Focused calling on 
specific loan IDs

Enable sequential calls for 
the specific loan IDs/leads
Useful for: High-volume calling 

with similar cases and agents

AI-enabled bulk calling via 
round-robin method

Useful for: Higher efficiencies and 
reduced costs

Three calling modules to increase agent productivity


